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City of Durham’s Goal for
Stormwater Control Measures (SCMs)
Make sure they are:
• Designed right (plan review process)
• Built right (construction inspection and as‐
built review process)
• Maintained right (annual maintenance
inspection program)
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City’s Responsibility (as Regulator)
• Verify SCMs proposed in the construction drawings for
compliance were constructed to meet their intent
• Minimum requirements to be complied with:
• Peak Runoff Reduction (Water Quantity)
• Pollutant Removal (Water Quality)
• Design and Construction Standards (Sustainability)
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History and Acknowledgment
• Forerunner of current SCM as‐built program
started in 2006 by Dave Brown, PE
• In 2006,
• Many SCMs not built properly
• City not adequately staffed for as‐built field
inspections

• => “Burden of proof” put on the as‐builting
engineer, who must certify the SCM is in
compliance with the design drawings and
documents
• Dave developed detailed certification forms

Pre‐construction Meetings
• Held prior to start of construction
• Leverage:
• Final plat approval (residential
subdivision), or
• Issuance of water and sewer
permits (all other projects)
• Attended by:
• Construction contractor
• Design/as‐builting engineer(s)
• Geotechnical engineer (as needed)
• City’s SCM technician or plan
review engineer
• Developer (optional)

Pre‐construction Meetings
1. Take attendance
2. Per written agenda, review the
following:
• Required as‐built documentation and
what role contractor will play in
providing that
• Policies for construction securities and
certificates of occupancy (COs) RE:
SCM completion
• Field changes
• Unusual or special features of SCM
design
• Typical problems with SCM
construction

Construction Inspections
By the as‐built certifying engineer or
someone under their supervision:
• Inspect at a minimum the
installation of the critical SCM
components
By the City of Durham:
• As workload allows, inspect
critical SCM components
• Not a pass/fail inspection
Construction contractor to give 48
hours notice before installation

Critical SCM Components (can’t be viewed after completion)
Any SCM with a Dam
• Key trench excavation
• Principal spillway pipe and
associated components:
• Concrete cradle
• Anti‐seep collar
• Seepage diaphragm
• Outlet structure, anti‐floatation
ballast
• Any site‐constructed reinforced
concrete structures

Critical SCM Components
(can’t be viewed after completion)
Sand Filters, Bioretention
• Subgrade or constructed
foundation
• Outlet or riser in
combination with
connecting underdrains
• Filter media
• Dam items on previous
slide if applicable

Geotechnical Testing
and Certification
To be submitted within 30 days of dam
completion
Required Geotech records include:
• Dam embankment material
composition and density testing
• Map that labels all points where the
dam and dam foundation areas were
tested
• Digital photos showing the dam
foundation areas, the riser, the
principal spillway pipe, the concrete
cradle, the seepage diaphragm, relief
drains, etc., being installed

“Based upon my observation,
monitoring, and testing of the
construction of the dam and
seepage controls (if applicable)
for this facility, I hereby certify
that the constructed facility is in
compliance with the geotechnical
requirements as set forth in the
approved Construction
Drawings, approved design
documents, and any approved
modifications.”

SCM‐Specific Field Checklists
•
•
•
•

Each type of SCM has a Field Checklist
Certifying engineer completes; City reviewer checks in field
All items on checklist must be compliant unless not applicable
However, if engineer believes a non‐compliant item still meets its
intended purpose and is therefore acceptable, he/she must
include the following:
• A description of how the non‐compliant item deviates from
the standards and/or approved construction drawings, and
• An explanation of why this is acceptable and how the
deviation still meets the intended purpose behind the
requirement.
• Final decision rests with City
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Example Items from Pond &
Wetland Checklist

•

•

•

•

•

Drainage area
• As designed? Fully stabilized?
Easements & accessibility
• Built as designed?
• Recorded on final plat?
• Riser and control structures
accessible by foot?
Inlets & forebays
• Energy dissipators, forebay
berms installed?
• Forebay berm not more than 1
foot below normal water level?

•

•

Impoundment area
– Aquatic shelf per drawings?
– Vegetation on plans thriving?
Dam embankment
– Slopes are not too steep, no
erosion?
– Adequate compaction? (min.
95% Proctor)
– 85% of prescribed vegetation
thriving?
Riser & emergency spillway
– Installed correctly? Any leaks?
– Concrete E.S. toed into
surrounding soil?
Principal spillway pipe, outfall area
– Any erosion, seepage evident?

85% Vegetation Standard

Meets 85%

Slumping sod, 85%
Poor coverage,
erosion, 85%

Dam
Leakage

Required As‐built Documentation
General As‐Built and Construction Certification, including:
• Signed certification
• As‐built drawings
• As‐built survey sealed by registered PLS
• Design and as‐built drainage area maps
• As‐built hydrologic modeling
• Color photos of SCM during & after
construction
• Landscape company’s letter certifying
installation of plants per drawings
• O&M Manual for SCM
Geotechnical Certification for Dams
Materials Certification for SCMs with Filter
Media
Completed Field Checklist

Field Changes
Must be approved ahead of
time by design engineer, City
Two scenarios:
• Allowable: must be reflected on
the as‐builts but does not
require a formal revision to the
approved construction drawings,
or
• Significant: warrants a formal
resubmittal of the construction
drawings to obtain official review
and approval of the change.

Common Issues Preventing As‐built Approval
• Missing documentation, photos
• Incomplete Geotechnical Certification
• Failure of contractors to provide notice
of key SCM component installation
• Other required testing not done
(e.g., water tightness testing for
underground detention, observation
of bioretention drawdown)
• SCM vegetation
• Lacks 85% coverage
• Lacks some prescribed plants
• Excessive invasive vegetation
• Stabilization of SCM drainage area

Tools for Moving SCMs Toward Completion
Leverage
• Construction securities with time limits
• Partial or conditional Certificate of Compliance (≈ Certificate of Occupancy)
Internal Tracking
• SCM Tool tracks individual projects and SCMs from “cradle to grave”
• Records key dates
• Allows construction inspections & issues to be documented
• Securities Calendar
• Warns developer, engineer when security time limit is approaching
Communication
• Amongst City, developer, as‐builting engineer, and contractor
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Approval of SCM Prior to Full Completion
Some examples, when SCM is “substantially complete” – not establishing a
precedent
• “Commercial” developments, with owner’s understanding that:

• The SCM was not complete to City standards, and
• The SCM must be completed to City standards by the first annual maintenance
inspection, and
• The owner is willing to complete SCM rather than insisting contractor complete it

• Subdivisions with Homeowners Associations (HOAs), with conditions:

• Developer hired a quality SCM maintenance company to finish and maintain the
SCM, and
• Fully paid for two years of maintenance up front.
• As a policy, we will not turn SCMs with known problems over to HOAs.

• Non‐compliant items completely documented in SCM Tool to guide our SCM
maintenance inspectors in following up at first annual inspection.
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Continuous Improvement
• Some old features of our as‐built program were not working out and
have been eliminated.
• Staffing has increased, enabling pre‐construction meetings and
construction inspections by City.
• Staff is currently engaged with the Home Builders Association of Durham,
Orange and Chatham Counties and The Triangle Community Coalition to
identify ways to simplify and improve the program.
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Further Information
• SCM as‐built program requirements are contained in Section 8.6 of the
City’s Reference Guide for Development:
https://durhamnc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/3331/Reference‐Guide‐for‐
Development‐
• This includes all certification statements, as‐built documents, and field
checklists

• Our web page https://durhamnc.gov/695/SCM‐As‐Built‐BMC‐
Maintenance‐Programs includes a link to fillable pdf forms
• For questions, contact:
• Shea Bolick, PE
• Jennifer Buzun, PE
• Bill Hailey
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